Mobillette #1

Answers:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{square} &= 1 \\
\text{triangle} &= 3 \\
\text{diamond} &= 8 \\
\text{Total} &= 24
\end{align*}
\]
Mobillette #2

Answers:

□ =

○ =

◊ =

Total = 24

Clue: ◊ − □ = 3
Mobillette #3

Answers:

Total = 32
Clue: □ + 1 > □
Mobillette #4

Answers:

Total = 32

Clue: □ − △ = ♠
Mobillette #5

Answers:
- □ =
- ○ =
- ◆ =
- △ =

Total = 40
Clue: ○ + ○ = ◆ + 1
Mobillette #6

Answers:

○ =

= Total = 36
Mobillette #7

Answers:

Total = 48
Mobillette #8

Total = 48

Answers:

pentagon =

diamond =

circle =